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Double Dorjie

Tarthang Tulku Rinpoche doesn’t write specifically about the double dorjie in the Kum Nye texts.

Here are some relevant passages

Often, however, our minds and bodies do not communicate well with each other. In a similar case

we are unable to nourish either one properly. We cannot sustain our vitality, concentration, or

awareness, so we function ineffectively and become prone to mental as well as physical

imbalances. Most psychological problems and most illnesses-including the diseases of stress-are

related to the subtle energy imbalances in our bodies, minds, and senses. Our sensations become

confused and our energy scattered and unsteady. Lacking vital awareness, the body and senses

are like unused houses: mental, physical, and sensory awareness diminish. Strong emotions

aggravate the situation. The integration and balancing of physical and mental energies free us

from such patterns. We become able to flow with experience, allowing it to nourish and satisfy us.

Our perspective changes, and we learn to understand things in new ways-we see that neither the

good nor the bad experiences last for long, and we become less subject to emotional extremes.

We do not try to control or fix our experience, for we possess a knowledge based on opening to

each situation in our lives as an opportunity for growth. We open to the vital and wholesome

nature of all experience, and see the preciousness and grace of every aspect of life. Our

peacefulness shows us the harmony of existence, and everything becomes relevant to our lives.

We come to appreciate every person, situation, sensation, and feeling in our lives, even those we

call `negative’.
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While practicing Kum Nye, you may experience energy centers opening. As the head center opens,

it becomes easy to think and communicate clearly. Visionary powers become possible. Intuitive

powers develop when the throat center opens, revealing to us the symbolic world of poetry and

art. When the heart center opens, separation between ourselves and others dissolves, and we

become a part of everything. Craving and grasping cease when the navel center opens, and a

quality of energy like heat warms the whole body. Once we learn to stimulate our feelings and

energies through the practice of Kum Nye, we can expand them more and more each day,

cultivating enjoyment and playfulness in every action. We can even enjoy stressful situations,

because we can replenish our energy whenever we grow tired. Everything we do gives us more

energy.

As the feeling expands, bring breath, motion, feeling, and mind into a unity. Balance the breath,

balance the senses, balance your awareness, balance your body. Then you develop a quality in

your practice that is without holding or clinging, and you discover the joy of exercising without

effort.

If a color or image appears during your practice, stop and look for a moment. At times you touch

an experience beyond time and space. Energy centers may be opening. As you experience

relaxation, the flow of energy within your body may open your heart, dissolving tension there, as

well as elsewhere in your body. You will experience an opening of your senses and a heightened

sensitivity to taste, color, and sound. As thoughts slow down, inner harmony will arise. A sense of

relief and confidence comes forth. Eventually you will find that feelings of joy, tranquility and

harmony expand until you perceive them as expanding out into the universe, and you are aware

of nothing else.
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Exercise #72: Embodiment

Sit comfortably in the sitting posture. Concentrate on the energy center below the navel for half

an hour a day for three days. Breathe gently and evenly through both nose and mouth, and keep

your eyes half-open if possible. Sometimes it is easier in the beginning to close the eyes, and this

is also all right. Begin by doing whatever you do when you concentrate. After two days, change

the quality of the concentration so it becomes less forceful, and there is simply a quality of

awareness. With this kind of concentration, your body energy will flow: calm feelings arise

gradually, and thoughts slow down. At times the feeling is soft and gentle, like warm milk, very

thick, rich, and deep. Become very still and expand the feelings; this will make them last longer.

Feel them as much as you can, and send them to all the different parts of your body-up to your

face and neck, and down to your feet and toes. Subtly hold the breath, just a little tightly, in the

lower part of the belly and in the sacrum; then expand the feelings to your whole body, more and

more, until it is as if the whole universe were to become those feelings. The feelings blow like a

warm summer breeze in a hot place, healing you within and without, passing through many

layers of your body: first your skin, in and between the surface tissues and nerves; then deeper

within, to nerves, tissues, and organs. Sometimes the feelings move deep within like a little whirl

of wind. After you have concentrated on the navel center in this way for half an hour a day for

three days, move to the heart center and concentrate there for an equal amount of time. Then

move to the throat center, and finally, to the head center, between the eyes.
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